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The Sarsfield Community Association and all involved in the development of this master plan acknowledge the 
Gunaikurnai People as the Traditional Custodians of the land that encompasses the Camping and Water Reserve. 
We pay our respects to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people living in East Gippsland, their Elders past, 
present and emerging.  
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1. BACKGROUND 

1.1. Context and Scope 

Sarsfield is a small rural district in East Gippsland Shire with its centre located approximately a 15 minute 
drive (14km) along the Great Alpine Road north east from Bairnsdale (see Figure 1). Sarsfield’s population 
as ascertained in the last Census in 2016 was 626 with approximately half under the age of 50. There are 
approximately 181 families living in 276 dwellings spread across the district.  

The Black Summer Bushfire in 2019-20 devastated Sarsfield destroying 73 homes (26% of all houses) and 
impacting upon over 100 others. The total number of properties impacted was 72% and a massive 49.2% 
of the land area of Sarsfield was burnt. The recovery process from this fire commenced in early 2020 and 
continues into 2021 and will for some years after this. 
The Sarsfield Recreation Reserve and Hall Committee of Management established a working group of the 
community soon after the fires to assist with recovery efforts. Then in November 2020 an election was 
held and the Sarsfield Community Association (SCA) was formed to continue to support community 
recovery. Under Bushfire Recovery Victoria’s (BRV) place based, community-led approach the SCA then 
in effect acted as the Community Recovery Committee for Sarsfield.  
 
After community consultation by the SCA the importance to the recovering community of a small reserve 
centrally located within Sarsfield became evident.  
The Sarsfield Camping and Water Reserve (‘the reserve”) as it is officially gazetted is a small bush reserve 
central to the Sarsfield district adjacent to the Great Alpine Road and the Nicholson River. It is highly visible  
to the large volumes of traffic along the Great Alpine Road and attractive due to its river frontage and native 
vegetation. The reserve is owned by the State Government and directly managed and maintained by the 
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP). 

Unfortunately the reserve’s environment and attractiveness was heavily impacted by the bush fire causing 
the loss of a number of mature gum trees and then further by the recovery efforts post fire. The reserve was 
used by various authorities as a dumping ground for debris and mulch from the recovery activities most 
particularly wire from destroyed fencing which led to its current local name of the “wire dump”. 
This devastation has led to a strong community desire to return the Sarsfield Camping and Water 
Reserve to its pre-fire state and better. As a result the SCA sought and received funding from Bushfire 
Recovery Victoria to undertake a “master plan” for the reserve. 
 
Given that the SCA is not the land manager the purpose of the master plan is to capture the desire, vision 
and ideas the Sarsfield community has for the reserve. The master plan will provide an informed high 
level plan for rehabilitating and improving the reserve over the next 10 years. The master plan 
will assist various authorities in understanding and assisting the community in its desire to 
rehabilitate and improve the reserve and is an important requirement for seeking future 
government funding to do so. 
Simon Leisure Consulting in partnership with 360 Leisure Management and Planning were commissioned 
to prepare this master plan. 
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1.2. Sarsfield Camping and Water Reserve 

The Sarsfield Camping and Water Reserve is a Crown land reserve managed and maintained directly by 
the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP).  

The reserve is located on the Great Alpine Road central to the Sarsfield district and is approximately 1 km 
from the Sarsfield Recreation Reserve.  

 

Figure 1 – Sarsfield Camping and Water Reserve location. 

The reserve is zoned Public Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ) and subject to overlays under the 
provisions of the East Gippsland Planning Scheme: an Environmental Significance Overlay, and a 
Vegetation Protection Overlay.  

The reserve is adjacent to other public land on each side of the Nicholson River and the Great Alpine Road. 

 

Figure 2 – Sarsfield Camping and Water Reserve (see Appendix 1 for detailed reserve plan). 
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According to the East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority the entire reserve is likely to be subject 
to inundation and any development may require a flood study. 

 

Figure 3 – Current mapped flood extent (Source: East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority) 

The reserve provides the only public access to the Nicholson River in the Sarsfield area making it a valuable 
community asset for the people of Sarsfield and further afield. 
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1.3. Before and After 

As previously mentioned prior to the Black Summer bushfire the reserve was an attractive place to be or to 
view for drivers along the Great Alpine Road. 

Since the fire the reserve’s attractiveness has diminished with many mature trees destroyed, ground 
disturbed from the recovery efforts and weeds proliferating. 

The below and after photos attempt to show this but an actual visit to the site will verify it more fully. 

BEFORE 

 

AFTER 
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OTHER AFTER – showing the few remaining trees and the ground disturbance. 
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2. SARSFIELD CAMPING AND WATER RESERVE MASTER PLAN 

2.1. Purpose and Use of this Master Plan 

The Sarsfield Community Association (SCA) has commissioned this master plan to capture its desire to 
rehabilitate the Sarsfield Camping and Water Reserve from the impacts of the Black Summer bushfire and 
the subsequent recovery efforts that used the reserve. 

The SCA envisages that the master plan will be used to guide rehabilitation and improvement by DELWP 
as land manager and other public authorities with responsibilities for the reserve or adjoining land including 
the East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority (EGCMA), East Gippsland Shire Council (EGSC), 
Regional Roads Victoria (RRV) and any other as appropriate. 

A reserve master plan is not a detailed or even conceptual design for each element but rather it captures 
the vision of all components and how they relate to each other. As a result, further investigation of some of 
the projects and initiatives recommended in the Sarsfield Camping and Water Reserve Master Plan may 
be required, depending upon their scale, likely impact and estimated cost. Often this would occur as part of 
the implementation and detailed design process once funding is secured. 

To be practical, a master plan should be reviewed regularly by the land manager or in this case SCA as the 
proponent and adjusted as it is implemented to ensure it remains valid. 

2.2. Plan Development 

The Sarsfield Camping and Water Reserve Master Plan was developed through consideration and analysis 
of information collected from the following sources: 

• A number of consultation processes conducted with the Sarsfield community as part of the community 
planning processes – refer Section 2.3. 

• Site visit by the consultant team. 

• Feedback and information from the SCA and other stakeholder authorities on directions on the 
preliminary concept master plan. 

The key elements and directions identified in the Master Plan are discussed and described below and 
should be read in conjunction with the illustrated Master Plan in Appendix 1.  

2.3. Consultation 

Consultation with the Sarsfield community commenced as part of the community recovery process in 2020, 
and prior to the commissioning of this master planning project. 

The Sarsfield Community Association has overseen much of this consultation. The consultation is part of a 
broader process to develop the Sarsfield Community Recovery Plan, also known as “Shaping Our Future 
in Sarsfield”. A consulting company, PDF Management, has been assisting the Sarsfield community with 
this consultation process, and the findings from this consultation have informed the master plan 
development. 

The following table summarises the range of opportunities and resulting directions that have contributed to 
the development of the master plan, and these have been supplemented by discussions with, and 
information provided by, the SCA.   
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Opportunity Key Directions/ Comments/ Input 
 
Survey conducted 
in September- 
November 2020 – 
mailed to all 
residents and 
property owners in 
Sarsfield  
(30 responses 
received). 

 
The following question was asked amongst many: 
 
What would you like the future Sarsfield, and Sarsfield community to look like? 
 

− Preserve it to its pre bushfire status. 
− Closer, safer. Footpaths. Access to the river and pedestrian access over 

bridge. Safe places to crossroad. Slower speed limit through township. 
− Keep and develop the community by providing a central focus through events, 

infrastructure development (eg Rec Reserve, Riverside stop near the bridge) 
− Clean and tidy and above all maintained! 
− Not so much a site of great devastation.  The clean-up works along the 

roadside presently (Oct 28 etc) are making the 'strip' of community look less 
ruinous and more appealing from the road.  Sarsfield is a 'strip' 
community...people living along the edges of a major thoroughfare.  When that 
shows what havoc has been wreaked, in places, it reflects upon the whole. 

 
 

 
“Placemat poll” 
conducted at the 
monthly Friday night 
dinner at the 
Sarsfield hall on 30 
April 2021 
(79 responses 
received). 

 
The following question was asked amongst many: 
 
What is your vision for a more liveable Sarsfield? 

− It would be good to have a public access to the river. There is no obvious 
place; such a pity to have the river going right through Sarsfield and we 
don’t really have access to it. Also need footbridge access to the river so 
we are not so divided. Develop a walking path that could encompass both 
sides. 

− Rehabilitation of the reserve on the Nicholson River. 
− River access at Sarsfield bridge with canoe/kayak access and fishing 

platform 
− There is pedestrian access, pathways and a bridge over the Nicholson to 

connect all of Sarsfield. 
− The wire dump Sarsfield camping ground made a parkland and RV 

camping area. 
− There be a jetty/pontoon so there is an access to the river for kayaks and 

fishing. 
 

 

Further information to be added here. 
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2.4. Key Directions of the Master Plan 
 
Two prime recommendations of the master plan are to: 
 
 
1. Commission and undertake an Environmental Management Plan (EMP) to inform all other key 

directions: 
 

The reserve has suffered significantly from the fire and the fire recovery activities. A number of 
established mature indigenous trees have been removed and their stumps remain, the ground has 
been significantly disturbed and an abundance of weeds are evident. 
 
As a priority an EMP should be undertaken to inform all future rehabilitation, revegetation and 
improvement activities. 
 
This plan should provide recommendations for: 
 

• An ongoing weed management program,  
• A revegetation program including the buffer and riparian zone revegetation outlined 

below,  
• Requirements for any ground rehabilitation works, 
• Requirements for care of the riparian zone and river itself, 
• Cognisant of and guiding the improvements outlined in this master plan. 

 
If needed this master plan can be adjusted once the EMP is completed. 

 

2. Consider Cultural Heritage Issues in all aspects of the reserve and the key directions of the master 
plan and their implementation: 

The involvement of the Traditional Owners, the Gunaikurnai People, in the Water and Camping 
Reserve should be encouraged wherever possible particularly where services such as land 
management and revegetation are required.  

This is particularly so as the reserve is adjacent to the Nicholson River and as a result in an area 
of cultural heritage sensitivity (ie within 200 metres of a named waterway). This means that a 
Cultural Heritage Management Plan (CHMP) may be necessary for selected activities. 

Whilst maybe not necessary it is possible and prudent that a CHMP be undertaken for the river 
access (ie a recreational boat facility) and the footbridge / trail to the recreation reserve (ie a 
walking track in excess of 500 metres) especially in regard to the associated ground disturbance 
activities. The CHMP for both could be combined and can be commissioned and funded as part 
of the actual construction component for either project. 

All other activities do not require a CHMP based upon assessment using the Aboriginal Heritage 
Planning Tool provided by Aboriginal Victoria. 

Other involvement of the Gunaikurnai People depending upon their interest could include 
recognition and interpretation at the reserve and any other opportunity that arises. 
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Apart from the prime recommendations the Key Directions that have arisen from the development process 
for the master plan are described below and depicted in the illustrated master plan in Appendix 1.  

Priorities are outlined as per; 

• Essential Priority – to be undertaken as soon as possible and deemed essential works. 

• High Priority – to be undertaken after Essential Priority actions are implemented. 

• Aspirational Priority – to be undertaken should opportunities arise or in the longer term primarily 
due to anticipated high cost. 

 

The Key Directions are: 
 

1. Buffer tree planting 
Apart from the revegetation program outlined under the EMP locally indigenous trees should be 
planted to return the reserve to its former state. 
 
It is recommended that this tree planting provide a buffer with some small view corridors to the 
Great Alpine Road and neighbouring rural properties whilst maintaining a sense of openness once 
within the actual reserve. See the master plan in Appendix 1.  
 
This direction is considered an ESSENTIAL PRIORITY. 
 
 

2. Riparian Zone 

The key feature of the reserve is the Nicholson River. The care of its flora and fauna attributes are 
of upmost importance and should be guided by the EMP. This is likely to include revegetation, 
weed eradication programs and the provision of controlled access to the river via the walking trail 
and river access infrastructure described below. Picnic tables and park benches along the trail 
would further complement this area. 
This direction is considered an ESSENTIAL PRIORITY. 
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3. Walking trail 

A compacted gravel trail (1.8m wide) from the reserve along the top of the river bank should be 
developed taking into account any riparian zone issues outlined in the EMP. This trail should head 
under the bridge to the south side and link to Costers Road and should have park benches for 
sitting along the way.  

The precise trail routes should be ascertained once the paths are funded and taking into account 
any recommendations of the EMP. 
This direction is considered a HIGH PRIORITY. 

 

4. Access and vehicle parking 

There are currently two vehicle access points to the reserve from the Great Alpine Road. 

As the reserve is improved and made more formalised it is recommended that, subject to 
consultation with Regional Roads Victoria, that the access point closest to the Nicholson River 
bridge be closed/removed. This is due to potential safety issues related to being close to the bend 
in the road across the bridge and the Costers Road intersection and would require the other access 
point to be widened and improved. 

The road and parking within the reserve should also be improved as per the master plan. It is not 
proposed to bollard these off from the grass areas within the reserve unless it becomes a problem 
over time. 
This direction is considered a HIGH PRIORITY. 
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5. Lone Pine park area 

Once rehabilitated and revegetated the reserve is an attractive place to visit in its natural state  
providing local residents and visitors with a recreational and reflectional experience by the river. 

In particular, the central reserve area provides a highly visible site for the planting of the Lone Pine 
gifted by the Turkish Ambassador. The Lone Pine could be complemented by panels providing 
memorial information on the fallen soldiers of Sarsfield as currently displayed in the Sarsfield hall. 
Given the space at the reserve other commemorative trees could be considered if the opportunity 
arose in the future. 

Other panels could include acknowledgement on first peoples, the challenges faced by bushfires 
and any other relevant information on Sarsfield. 

This more formal aspect of the reserve could give it a point of difference from other natural wayside 
stops for travellers along the Great Alpine Road. 

Picnic tables and park benches would further complement this area. 

Note that the provision of larger infrastructure such as play equipment, barbecues and toilets was 
considered but is not recommended due to cost, maintenance, the existence of such at the 
recreation reserve and logistics in respect to effluent disposal, power supply and flooding. 
This direction is considered a HIGH PRIORITY. 
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6. River access 

The reserve is the only place in Sarsfield that provides public access to the Nicholson River. 
However this access is challenging due to the steepness of the river bank and the resulting safety, 
environmental and erosion issues. 

This could be achieved through the development of ramps or stair access to the river edge or by 
installing a floating pontoon and gang plank the latter of which would minimise any significant 
impact on the river bank. 

This is likely to be a significant cost item requiring, as a first stage, consideration of which option 
is more feasible and the required approvals, flood issues, cultural heritage and ongoing 
management and maintenance. This initial feasibility work should be undertaken in consultation 
with DELWP, the EGCMA and others and would be required to guide a future funding submission.  

Note the feasibility would also assess the most optimal location along the river bank for river 
access. The location marked on the master plan is indicative only. 
This direction is considered an ASPIRATIONAL PRIORITY. 
 

 

 

7. Footbridge and trail 

The development of a trail from the Camping and Water Reserve under the road bridge and then 
across the Nicholson River and along the Great Alpine Road reserve to the recreation reserve 
was a stated community desire from the community consultation processes. 

A pedestrian access across the river on the Costers Road side of the Great Alpine Road is 
considered to be a complex and expensive project and would require a feasibility study as the first 
stage to ascertain how this could be achieved, what approvals would be required and what costs 
would be incurred. Whether pedestrian access across the Nicholson River is best achieved by a 
footbridge or a cantilevered path off the road bridge would form part of these considerations with 
the location marked on the master plan as indicative only. This study should also include the 
feasibility of the road reserve trail up to the recreation reserve.  
The feasibility study would be the first stage followed by the actual footbridge and trail construction 
and is considered an ASPIRATIONAL PRIORITY. 
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2.5. Project Priorities and Estimated Costs 

The Sarsfield Camping and Water Reserve Master Plan recommends a number projects guided by the 
Environmental Management Plan to be completed as the very first step. 

The following table provides both a prioritisation and estimate of costs for each project incorporated within 
the reserve master plan, and also includes the staging of some projects. 

  
 
 

No. on 
Plan Project Details Essential 

Priority 
High 

Priority 
Aspirational 

Priority 
1 Buffer tree 

planting 
 

Guided by the EMP planting of 100 trees in 18l pots 
@$70 per tree ($7,000) plus preparation ($3,000) on 
the reserve edge along the Great Alpine Road and 
the eastern side adjacent to the private land. Includes 
ground preparation and weed control as required. 

 
$10,000 
 

 
 
 
 

 

2 Riparian 
zone 

Guided by the EMP the improvement and 
revegetation of the riparian zone. Weed control 
$5,000. Revegetation – various - $5,000. 

 
$10,000 

  

3 Walking 
trail  

Within the reserve and guided by the EMP route 
design, environmental considerations and project 
management - $5,000 
321m long 2.5m wide compacted gravel @ $150 per 
m = $48,150 
Seating along trail (4 seats) - $3,600 

 
$56,750 

  

4 Access and 
vehicle 
parking 

Design and project management - $10,000 
Widen the existing most eastern access point to the 
reserve from the Great Alpine Road - $30,000 
Close the existing access road opposite Costers 
Road - $5,000 
Improve the current internal gravel road access and 
parking as per the master plan - $30,000 

 
 

 
$75,000 

 
 
 

 

5 Lone Pine 
park area 
 

Design and project management - $10,000 
Lone pine and other planting - $1,000 
Access paths (2.5m wide compacted gravel) – 50 m 
@ $150 = $7,500 
Interpretative signage - $30,000 
Park furniture (6 picnic table settings) - $18,000 
This project can be staged. 

  
$66,500 

 

6 River 
access 

Stage 1 – Initial feasibility  
Environmental, cultural, flood, engineering - $5,000  
Stage 2 -   
Design and project management - $10,000 
Cultural Heritage Management Plan - $10,000  
Installation (details pending feasibility but gangway 
and pontoon @ 2.4m* 70m@ $1200= $84k; canoe 
launch $4k, plus 20% contingency) – Est. $105,000 

 Stage 1  
$5,000 

Stage 2 
$125,000 

7 Footbridge Stage 1 – Initial feasibility – footbridge and trail to 
recreation reserve - environmental, cultural, flood, 
engineering - $10,000 
Stage 2 -   
Design and project management - $20,000 
Cultural Heritage Management Plan - $20,000  
Footbridge (details pending feasibility study) – Est. 
$150,000 
Trail (2.5m wide compacted gravel @ $150per m) 
1062 m - $159,300 
The footbridge and trail could be undertaken 
separately. 

 Stage 1 
$10,000 

Stage 2 
$349,300 

     TOTAL  $76,750 $156,500 $474,300 
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Important Notes: 
• All capital cost estimates are based on works being undertaken by professional contractors. 

• The cost estimates have been provided as broad indicative costs, based on similar projects known to 
the consultants (landscape architect, environmental consultant, leisure planning consultant) 
undertaken in the past 24 months. No detailed plans or investigations have been prepared for any of 
the proposed upgrades, which are typically required to identify more accurate estimated costs from a 
Quantity Surveyor.  This is particularly the case with the Access and vehicle parking, River Access and 
Footbridge components where feasibility and design work is required to identify scope and 
requirements to develop more accurate estimates. 

• Cost exclusions include cost escalations (estimates as at 2021) and Goods and Services Tax (GST). 

2.6. Implementation 

The master plan provides an informed vision of what the Sarsfield community would like to see at the 
Camping and Water Reserve. 

DELWP as land manager can use this plan as a guide to implement these improvements in conjunction 
with the Sarsfield Community Association as funding becomes available.  

Other authorities and organisations with an interest in the reserve and surrounding area can use this plan 
as a reference document. 

2.7. Other considerations for the reserve 

Other considerations that have arisen from the development process for the master plan include; 

Management and maintenance 

DELWP as responsible for this crown land is also the land manager and undertakes maintenance 
activities. Other similar parcels of crown land are often managed and maintained by Councils or local 
committees of management or as wayside stops by Regional Roads Victoria. 

Consideration could be given as to which would provide the best outcome for the reserve. 

Name 

The official name of the reserve as the Camping and Water Reserve and the local name of “Wire 
dump” probably do not capture the reserve as best as they could. 

Whilst the process of naming a public place can be quite sensitive and complex it is something that 
could be considered over time or when an opportunity arises.  

Subject to traditional owner interest an indigenous name could be one possibility to provide a more 
meaningful and relevant name. 

Great Alpine Road 

The consultation processes undertaken highlighted a concern of the Sarsfield community with regard 
to the accessing of the reserve from the Great Alpine Way given the volume and speed of traffic on 
this road. A serious road accident some years ago in this section of the Great Alpine Road highlights 
this concern which is of critical importance for the safety of the people of Sarsfield. 

This master plan highlights to Regional Roads Victoria the Sarsfield community’s desire to have the 
speed limit reduced on the Great Alpine Road adjacent to the reserve and turning lanes to the reserve 
entry installed. In the short term signage prior to the reserve entry would help alert traffic and improve 
safety.  
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3. CONCLUSION 

The Camping and Water Reserve is an important parcel of public open space in the Sarsfield district as it 
provides public access to the Nicholson River. It is unfortunate that the Black Summer fires of 2019/20 
devastated this reserve and that recovery activities further damaged its environment. 

The planning process undertaken during the master planning study has enabled the Sarsfield community 
and other stakeholders to consider a “vision” for the Reserve both in its rehabilitation and in recommending 
improvements to the passive and active recreational opportunities on offer. 

The progressive implementation of the Scamping and Water Reserve Master Plan will ensure that this 
important piece of public open space can be returned to its former attractiveness and better for the ongoing 
benefit of the residents of Sarsfield. 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix 1 – Draft Camping and Water Reserve Master Plan 
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